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Figure 1: An overview of our combined vertex connection and merging (VCM) algorithm. Rendering an image is performed in two stages. In
the first stage, we trace sub-paths from the light sources, store their vertices, connect them to the eye, and additionally build a range search
acceleration structure over them. In the second stage, we trace an eye sub-path for each pixel, and with each eye vertex we construct full paths
via vertex connection (VC) and vertex merging (VM), evaluate their associated multiple importance sampling (MIS) weights, and accumulate
the weighted contributions. The path weight evaluation is an important implementation aspect and is the main focus of this report. We present
a way to efficiently evaluate the weight for a path using only data that is available at the two vertices being connected or merged, avoiding
access to any other path vertices in memory. This also allows us to avoid storing the eye sub-path vertices, effectively making the second stage
of the algorithm an extension of traditional path tracing with next event estimation, adding light vertex connection and merging techniques.

Abstract

Bidirectional path tracing (BPT) and photon mapping (PM) are
probably the two most versatile physically based rendering algo-
rithms available today. It has been acknowledged that BPT and PM
are complementary in terms of the types of light transport effects
they can efficiently capture. Our recently proposed vertex connec-
tion and merging (VCM) algorithm aims to leverage the advantages
of both methods by combining vertex connection techniques from
BPT and vertex merging techniques from PM via multiple impor-
tance sampling [Georgiev et al. 2012]. We showed that this com-
bined algorithm can efficiently capture a wide range of effects, and
can be substantially more robust than either BPT or PM alone,
while preserving the higher asymptotic performance of BPT.

The focus of our original paper is on the formal derivation, asymp-
totic analysis, and evaluation of the VCM algorithm. In this tech-
nical report, we address the most technically challenging part of its
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practical implementation – the multiple importance sampling (MIS)
weighting. Indeed, correctly implementing MIS is already taxing in
BPT, and VCM increases the complexity by adding even more path
sampling techniques. More importantly, the efficient light sub-path
reuse with vertex merging allows for cheaply constructing large
amounts of full paths for each pixel, which in turn significantly
increases the impact of path weight evaluation on the overall per-
formance. The traditional BPT-style MIS weight computation that
iterates over all path vertices can therefore become inefficient. We
derive a new scheme to accumulate and store partial weight sums in
the vertices of light and eye sub-paths. This allows us to efficiently
compute the weight for a full path only using data cached at the two
vertices that are connected or merged. The scheme is similar to the
one independently developed by van Antwerpen [2011a; 2011b] for
BPT, but in addition accounts for vertex merging techniques.

We also discuss how to handle infinite and singular light sources,
cameras and materials with MIS, how to use per-pixel merging
radii, and how to implement VCM in a memory efficient way.
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Symbol Description Appears in
x = x0 . . .xk Full length-k path: vertex x0 is on a light source, xk is on the eye lens

y = y0 . . .ys−1 Light sub-path, with first vertex y0 ≡ x0 on a light
z = z0 . . . zt−1 Eye sub-path, with first vertex z0 ≡ xk on the eye lens
−→pi,←−pi Forward (i.e. actual) and reverse area pdfs for sub-path vertex i

(−→pi=−→pσ,i−→g i and←−pi=←−pσ,i←−g i
)

(2), (6)
−→pσ,i,←−pσ,i Forward and reverse solid angle pdfs for sub-path vertex i (3), (7)
−→g i,←−g i Forward and reverse pdf conversion factors from solid angle measure to area measure (4), (8)

pVC,s,t, pVC,s Vertex connection (VC) pdf for a length-k path with s light vertices and t = k+1−s eye vertices (10), (13)
pVM,s,t, pVM,s Vertex merging (VM) pdf for a length-k path with s light vertices and t = k+2−s eye vertices (10), (13)
nVC, nVM Number of samples (i.e. paths) used for vertex connection and vertex merging, respectively (11)

ηVCM = nVM
nVC

πr2 Shorthand for all constants that appear in the multiple importance sampling path weight (12) (20)

Table 1: A list of some commonly used symbols in this document. Figure 2 illustrates the redundant (sub-)path notation and the pdf notation.

1 Notation

The technical nature of this document requires the extensive use of
mathematical notation. In this section, we introduce the notation
for paths and their sampling probability densities. Table 1 summa-
rizes some commonly used symbols in the document. For more
definitions we refer to our original paper [Georgiev et al. 2012].

Paths. Veach’s [1997] path integral formulation of light transport
defines the value of a pixel as an integral over the space of all paths:

I =

∫
Ω

f(x) dµ(x) = E

[
f(x)

p(x)

]
= E [〈I〉] . (1)

A path of length k (edges) x = x0 . . .xk is a tuple of k + 1 ver-
tices, where the vertex x0 is on a light source, and xk is on the eye.
A Monte Carlo estimator 〈I〉 for this integral can be constructed
by sampling a random path x and dividing its measurement con-
tribution f(x) by its probability density p(x). Path tracing based
methods do not sample the individual vertices on a path indepen-
dently, but sequentially by performing random walks in scene.

Sub-paths. Bidirectional algorithms construct a full path x by
joining the endpoints of one sub-path traced from a light source
and another one traced from the eye. We will denote a light sub-
path with s vertices by y = y0 . . .ys−1 and an eye sub-path with
t vertices by z = z0 . . . zt−1. Here, the vertex y0 is a point on a
light source, and z0 is on the eye lens. These notations, illustrated in
Figure 2, are redundant with the x-notation, but conveniently index
the vertices in the order of their generation. This symmetry will al-
low us to perform the same derivations for light and eye sub-paths.
In particular, the forward and reverse probability density notation
defined for y below also applies to z.

Forward vertex pdfs. The probability density function (pdf) of a
(sub-)path describes the joint distribution of its vertices via a chain
of conditional vertex pdfs. We denote these vertex pdfs by:

−→pi(y) =

{
p(y0) if i = 0,
−→pσ,i(y)−→g i(y) otherwise,

(2)

with

−→pσ,i(y) =

{
pσ(y0→y1) if i = 1,

pσ(yi−2→yi−1→yi) if i > 1
(3)

−→g i(y) =
cos θi→i−1

‖yi − yi−1‖2
. (4)

Above, p(.) denotes an unconditional pdf expressed w.r.t. the area
measure, e.g. p(y0) for sampling y0 on a light source. The sub-
script σ denotes a solid angle pdf. The factor −→g i converts the pdf

Figure 2: An illustration of vertex connection and merging path
sampling techniques, along with their associated vertex pdfs. The
different VC and VM techniques for sampling length-k paths are
identified by the number of light sub-path vertices s.

measure from solid angle to area, with θi→i−1 being the angle be-
tween the surface normal at yi and the unit vector −−−−→yiyi−1. We call−→pi forward vertex probabilities (w.r.t. the random walk direction).
With this notation, the pdf of a sub-path y with s vertices is:

ps(y) =

s−1∏
i=0

−→pi(y). (5)

Reverse vertex pdfs. Analogously to the forward vertex pdf nota-
tion, we define a reverse notation:

←−pi(y) =

{
p(yk) if i = k,
←−pσ,i(y)←−g i(y) otherwise,

(6)

with

←−pσ,i(y) =

{
pσ(yk−1←yk) if i = k − 1,

pσ(yi←yi+1←yi+2) if i < k − 1
(7)

←−g i(y) =
cos θi→i+1

‖yi − yi+1‖2
. (8)

The arrow notation makes it easy to distinguish between the actual
sampling pdf of a vertex,−→pi(y), and its “reverse” pdf,←−pi(y). That
is, the latter denotes the probability density for sampling yi in a
direction opposite to that of the random walk. For example, in (6)
yk is a light sub-path vertex that has landed on the eye lens, and
p(yk) denotes the probability for sampling that point directly on
the lens surface, i.e. as a part of an eye sub-path. These reverse
pdfs are needed for the multiple importance sampling path weights.
Recall that all notation above applies to eye sub-paths z as well.
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2 Vertex Connection and Merging

As we mentioned earlier, bidirectional path tracing and photon
mapping complement each other in terms of the light transport ef-
fects they can efficiently capture. Aiming to combine their advan-
tages, vertex connection and merging (VCM) [Georgiev et al. 2012]
utilizes path sampling techniques from both algorithms:

• Vertex connection (VC) creates an edge between the endpoints
of a light and an eye sub-paths. This is the sampling technique
used in bidirectional path tracing.

• Vertex merging (VM) can intuitively be thought to concate-
nate the two sub-paths by virtually welding their endpoints, if
they lie within a given distance r to each other. VM is our re-
formulation of photon mapping as a path sampling technique.

Figure 2 graphically illustrates the VC and VM techniques. In the
rest of this section, we summarize the mathematical formulation of
VCM and outline its algorithmic implementation.

2.1 Primary Estimators and Path Densities

Having a path x sampled via vertex connection or merging, we can
obtain a primary estimate for the pixel value (1) by dividing the
measurement contribution of the path by its probability density:

〈I〉v(x) =
fv,s,t(x)

pv,s,t(x)
, (9)

where v is either VC or VM, and s and t denote the number of
vertices on the light and eye sub-paths, respectively. Taking into
account that the sub-paths y and z are sampled independently, the
full path pdfs for vertex connection and merging are, respectively:

pVC,s,t(x) = ps(y)pt(z)

pVM,s,t(x) = ps(y)pt(z)πr
2,

(10)

where r is the vertex merging radius. The measurement contribu-
tion function fv,s,t has slightly different shapes for VC and VM.
For its definition, as well as for the derivation of the VM path pdf,
we refer to our paper [Georgiev et al. 2012]. It is important to note
at this point that, unlike the paper, in this report we adhere to the in-
tuitive definition of “vertex merging”. That is, we consider the two
merged vertices to be the endpoints of the eye and light sub-paths,
as this view conveniently aligns with the implementation. With this
interpretation, a full VM path (called extended path in the paper)
constructed by a (VM, s, t) technique is one segment (edge) shorter
than a VC path constructed by a (VC, s, t) technique (Figure 2).

2.2 Combined Estimator

The heart of our VCM algorithm is the secondary multiple impor-
tance sampling (MIS) pixel estimator that combines vertex connec-
tion estimators 〈I〉VC and vertex merging estimators 〈I〉VM:

〈I〉VCM =
1

nVC

nVC∑
l=1

∑
s≥0,t≥0

wVC,s,t(xl) 〈I〉VC(xl) +

1

nVM

nVM∑
l=1

∑
s≥2,t≥2

wVM,s,t(xl) 〈I〉VM(xl).

(11)

It considers one eye sub-path through the corresponding pixel,
whose vertices are connected to the vertices of nVC light sub-paths
and potentially merged with the vertices of nVM light sub-paths. Our
implementation uses nVC = 1, and we set nVM to the total number of
light sub-paths, which for symmetry reasons we choose to be equal
to the total number of eye sub-paths, i.e. the image resolution.

The power heuristic [Veach 1997] weight for technique (v, s, t) is

wv,s,t(x) =
nβv p

β
v,s,t(x)

nβVC

∑
s′≥0,t′≥0

pβVC,s′,t′(x) + nβVM

∑
s′≥2,t′≥2

pβVM,s′,t′(x)

=
1

nβVC

nβv

∑
s′≥0,t′≥0

pβVC,s′,t′(x)

pβv,s,t(x)
+
nβVM

nβv

∑
s′≥2,t′≥2

pβVM,s′,t′(x)

pβv,s,t(x)

,
(12)

which takes into account all possible ways of sampling x with ver-
tex connection and merging. Note that the weight for a technique is
amplified by the number of samples nv , i.e. light paths, it uses.

2.3 Algorithm

Since equation (11) is a straightforward extension of Veach’s [1997,
p. 300] bidirectional path tracing (BPT) estimator, we could fol-
low the classical BPT implementation for VCM as well. That is,
for each pixel we would first trace one light and one eye sub-path,
and then connect and merge each pair of opposing vertices, thereby
reusing the sub-paths to compute multiple VC and VM estimates.
However, the VM sub-path concatenation lends itself to a signifi-
cantly more efficient reuse scheme: we can potentially merge each
eye sub-path vertex with the vertices of all light sub-paths with a
single range search, without tracing any rays. To be able to do this,
we split rendering into two stages, as illustrated in Figure 1:

1. We first trace all light sub-paths and connect their vertices to
the eye. Just like in photon mapping, we then build a range
search structure over the vertices, e.g. a kd-tree or a hashed
regular grid. Our implementation uses a hashed grid.

2. In the second stage, we trace an eye sub-path for every pixel.
Each sampled eye vertex is first connected to a light source.
We then connect it to the vertices of the light sub-path associ-
ated with the corresponding pixel. Finally, we merge the eye
vertex with the vertices of all light sub-paths that fall within a
user-specified search radius r. The primary estimate of each
constructed full path is multiplied by a MIS weight before it is
ultimately accumulated to the combined pixel estimate (11).

In the paper we provide pseudocode for the above algorithm. Note
that we do not store the first vertex of any sub-path (i.e. y0 and z0),
as we usually can efficiently reduce correlation by sampling a new
vertex on a light source or on the camera lens for each connection.

The last step in the second stage – the path weight evaluation – is
an important implementation aspect of the algorithm. Every path
requires a MIS weight, and Veach’s [1997] evaluation scheme can
be inefficient for vertex merging which constructs a significantly
larger number of paths than BPT. In the following section we will
derive a new weight evaluation scheme that is more efficient than
Veach’s scheme for both vertex connection and vertex merging.

3 Efficient Path Weight Evaluation

The naı̈ve way to evaluate the weight (12) is to compute all path
pdfs in the denominator independently. For bidirectional path trac-
ing, which uses the same formula, minus the VM sum, Veach [1997,
p. 306] developed a more efficient scheme by exploiting the fact that
many of the terms in the fractions cancel out when the path pdfs are
expanded. He computes the VC sum by looping once over the light
and eye sub-path vertices, accumulating the pdf fractions.

While Veach’s scheme can be easily extended to vertex merging, it
has sub-optimal efficiency. First, it makes many redundant com-
putations, as every time a sub-path is reused (for connecting or
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merging) the same terms associated with its vertices are recom-
puted. Moreover, it requires accessing every path vertex in memory.
Weight computation can therefore become a significant overhead
for vertex merging, which relies heavily on sub-path reuse and of-
ten constructs a large number of full paths with a single range query.

To see how to solve these problems, notice that the unweighted
contribution of a path is actually computed efficiently in BPT, and
also in VCM. Each sub-path vertex stores its throughput, i.e. the
accumulated contribution terms from all preceding sub-path ver-
tices [Veach 1997, p. 304]. Upon connecting or merging two ver-
tices, the unweighted contribution, i.e. the primary estimate (9), is
quickly evaluated using only the data stored at those two vertices.
We set out to apply the same efficient scheme to path weight eval-
uation as well. To this end, we reformulate the two sums in (12) as
recursive quantities that can be incrementally computed and cached
at the sub-path vertices as we perform the random walks.

At this point, readers not interested in the formal derivation of our
new scheme can skip to Section 4. There we discuss its practical
implementation, describing the quantities stored at each sub-path
vertex and how to compute the full path weight from this data.

3.1 Partial Sub-Path Weights

In order to keep the notation simple, in this section we will consider
paths x of length k with s light sub-path vertices, often omitting
the redundant subscript t. Also, without loss of generality, we will
assume β = 1, i.e. that the balance heuristic is used. We now
rewrite the path weight (12) more compactly:

wv,s,t =
1

nVC

nv

k+1∑
j=0

pVC,j

pv,s
+
nVM

nv

k∑
j=2

pVM,j

pv,s

,
(13)

where pv,j is the pdf for sampling a length-k full path using a light
sub-path with j vertices, and v ∈ {VC,VM}.

We now write the path weight in the form

wv,s,t =
1

w light
v,s + 1 + w eye

v,s

, (14)

where we have rearranged the sums in (13) to iterate over the light
and eye sub-path vertices, respectively, and have extracted the term
pv,s/pv,s = 1 from the appropriate sum. The partial light and
eye sub-path weights w light

v,s and w eye
v,s have slightly different shapes

depending on the value of v.

Vertex connection. For paths sampled with v = VC we have:

w light
VC,s =

s−1∑
j=0

pVC,j

pVC,s
+
nVM

nVC

s∑
j=2

pVM,j

pVC,s
(15)

w eye
VC,s =

k+1∑
j=s+1

pVC,j

pVC,s
+
nVM

nVC

k∑
j=s+1

pVM,j

pVC,s
. (16)

Vertex merging. For paths sampled with v = VM we have:

w light
VM,s =

nVC

nVM

s−1∑
j=0

pVC,j

pVM,s
+

s−1∑
j=2

pVM,j

pVM,s
(17)

w eye
VM,s =

nVC

nVM

k+1∑
j=s

pVC,j

pVM,s
+

k∑
j=s+1

pVM,j

pVM,s
. (18)

To summarize, the weight for a full path in VCM is given by equa-
tion (14). Its terms are given by equations (15)-(16) or (17)-(18),
depending on the technique used to construct the path.

3.2 Recursive Formulation

We now reformulate the path weight (14) in a form that is suitable
for evaluation in a forward manner, i.e. in the order of the gen-
eration of the sub-paths, instead of iterating backwards from their
endpoints as Veach [1997, p. 306] suggests. We write the weight as

wv,s,t =
1

wv,s−1(y) + 1 + wv,t−1(z)
, (19)

where wv,s−1(y) and wv,t−1(z) are recursive formulations of the
partial light and eye sub-path weights w light

v,s and w eye
v,s . These two

quantities can be tracked and updated as we trace the sub-paths y
and z, and be readily available for summing up when we connect
or merge the sub-path endpoints. We now derive these recursive
quantities separately for VC and VM.

In the following, we will use a shorthand notation to group all con-
stants that appear in the path weight into a single term:

ηVCM =
nVM

nVC
πr2. (20)

Vertex connection. Using the path pdf definitions (10), we follow
Veach [1997, p. 306] to expand the pdf fractions in (15):

w light
VC,s =

s−1∑
j=0

s−1∏
i=j

←−pi(y)
−→pi(y)

+ ηVCM

s∑
j=2

←−pj−1(y)

s−1∏
i=j

←−pi(y)
−→pi(y)

, (21)

where we use the forward and reverse vertex pdf notations from
(2) and (6). Next, we reformulate the VC and VM sums as two
recursive quantities (omitting the y arguments for readability):

wVC
VC,0 =

←−p0
−→p0

wVM
VC,0 = 0

wVC
VC,i =

←−pi
−→pi
(
1 + wVC

VC,i−1

)
wVM

VC,i =
←−pi
(
1 +

1
−→pi

wVM
VC,i−1

)
,

(22)

and write the partial light sub-path weight (15) as

w light
VC,s = wVC

VC,s−1(y) + ηVCM w
VM
VC,s−1(y). (23)

We can further combine wVC
VC,i and wVM

VC,i to formulate (23) as a sin-
gle recursive quantity (again omitting the y arguments):

wVC,0 =
←−p0
−→p0

wVC,i =
←−pi
(
ηVCM +

1
−→pi

+
1
−→pi
wVC,i−1

) (24)

(25)

Finally, with the eye sub-path notation z (Figure 2) the above re-
cursive formula applies without any modification to (16) as well,
allowing us to plug wVC,s−1(y) and wVC,t−1(z) into (19).

Vertex merging. We now expand equation (17) as above:

w light
VM,s =

1

ηVCM

1
−→ps−1(y)

s−1∑
j=0

s−2∏
i=j

←−pi(y)
−→pi(y)

+

s−1∑
j=2

s−1∏
i=j

←−pi−1(y)
−→pi(y)

. (26)

Using the same methodology as for vertex connection, we obtain:

wVM,1 =
1
−→p1

(
1

ηVCM
+←−p0

1

ηVCM
−→p0

)
wVM,i =

1
−→pi

(
1

ηVCM
+←−pi−1 +←−pi−1wVM,i−1

) (27)

(28)

Again, using the z notation for eye sub-paths, we can apply the
above formula to (18) as well, which allows us to plug wVM,s−1(y)
and wVM,t−1(z) into (19) for the weight for a vertex-merged path.
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4 Practical Implementation

Equations (24)-(25) and (27)-(28) define the partial weight quanti-
ties wVC,i and wVM,i associated with the sub-path vertices. Ideally,
we want to cache these at every light and eye vertex as we trace the
sub-paths. Then, upon connecting or merging any two vertices, the
full weight would be obtained by simply summing up their respec-
tive wVC,i or wVM,i quantities, as postulated by equation (19).

Unfortunately, the above scheme cannot be directly implemented,
since wVC,i and wVM,i require reverse probabilities that are not yet
known at the point of sampling sub-path vertex i. More specifically,←−pi(y) depends on the next two vertices via pσ(yi←yi+1←yi+2).
Similarly,←−pi−1(y) depends on the next sub-path vertex, yi+1.

Luckily, an efficient implementation of the scheme is made possible
by splitting up its computations. To this end, at yi we cache only
(and all) the terms that depend on the sub-path vertices sampled
up to and including yi. We extract three vertex quantities from
wVC,i and wVM,i, postponing the evaluation of the remaining terms
until we have information about the required vertices, e.g. when we
sample the next sub-path vertex or couple yi with another vertex:

wVC,i =
←−pi
(
ηVCM +

1
−→pi︸︷︷︸
d

VCM
i

+
1
−→pi

wVC,i−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−pσ,i−1 d

VC
i

)
(29)

wVM,i =
1
−→pi︸︷︷︸
d

VCM
i

1

ηVCM
+←−pσ,i−1

←−g i−1
−→pi

(
1 + wVM,i−1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d
VM
i

, (30)

where we have used the expansion ←−pi−1 = ←−pσ,i−1
←−g i−1, with←−pσ,i−1 being the solid angle reverse pdf for sub-path vertex i− 1.

Note that dVCM
i appears in the path weight for both VC and VM,

whereas dVC
i and dVM

i are specific to VC and VM, respectively. Also,
recall from Section 3.2 that the recursive formulas above apply to
both the light sub-paths y and the eye sub-paths z.

4.1 Sub-Path Vertex Data

As we trace a sub-path, we update and store the quantities dVCM
i ,

dVC
i and dVM

i at each vertex. Their formulas are the same for all light
light and eye vertices, with the only exception for y1 and z1. The
reason is that we do not consider path sampling techniques with
zero eye sub-path vertices, as the probability of hitting the camera
lens is usually very low (or even zero in the case of a pinhole camera
model). Also, recall from Section 2.3 that we do not store y0 and
z0. The precise data we store at every sub-path vertex are:

y1 : dVCM
1 =

pconnect
0

ptrace
0

1
−→p1

z1 : dVCM
1 =

pconnect
0

ptrace
0

nlight
−→p1

(31)

dVC
1 =

←−g0

ptrace
0
−→p1

dVC
1 = 0 (32)

dVM
1 =

←−g0

ptrace
0
−→p1ηVCM

dVM
1 = 0 (33)

yi, zi : d
VCM
i =

1
−→pi

(34)

dVC
i =

←−g i−1
−→pi

(
ηVCM + dVCM

i−1 +←−pσ,i−2 d
VC
i−1

)
(35)

dVM
i =

←−g i−1
−→pi

(
1 +

dVCM
i−1

ηVCM
+←−pσ,i−2 d

VM
i−1

)
(36)

In the equations above, pconnect
0 and ptrace

0 account for the fact that
different techniques may be used for sampling a vertex on a light
source or on the eye lens, depending on whether it will be connected
to a sub-path or used to start a new sub-path. The total number of
light sub-paths, nlight, is the number of samples the eye connection
technique (VC, s, 1) takes. We have obtained dVC

i and dVM
i by recur-

sively expanding wVC,i−1 and wVM,i−1 in equations (29) and (30).
Note that the three floating point quantities di are the only path
weight related data that we need to store with the sub-path vertices.

4.2 Full Path Weight

The weight for a full path constructed from a light sub-path y with
s vertices and an eye sub-path z with t vertices is given by

wv,s,t =
1

wv,s−1(y) + 1 + wv,t−1(z)
. (37)

This equation is the same as (19), but we also include it here, for
easy reference. We will next show how to compute wv,s−1(y) and
wv,t−1(z) from the vertex quantities di, depending on the tech-
nique v ∈ {VC,VM}. The general-case formulas for VC and VM
(i.e. for s > 1 and t > 1) follow directly from (29) and (30). Note
that due to the symmetry in the notation for light and eye sub-paths,
these general-case formulas are the same for y and z.

Vertex merging (s > 1, t > 1). A path is constructed by merging
light sub-path vertex ys−1 and eye sub-path vertex zt−1:

wVM,s−1(y) =
dVCM
s−1

ηVCM
+←−pσ,s−2 d

VM
s−1 (38)

wVM,t−1(z) =
dVCM
t−1

ηVCM
+←−pσ,t−2 d

VM
t−1. (39)

Vertex connection (s > 1, t > 1). A path is constructed by con-
necting the light vertex ys−1 to the eye vertex zt−1:

wVC,s−1(y) =
←−ps−1

(
ηVCM + dVCM

s−1 +
←−pσ,s−2 d

VC
s−1

)
(40)

wVC,t−1(z) =
←−pt−1

(
ηVCM + dVCM

t−1 +←−pσ,t−2 d
VC
t−1

)
. (41)

Vertex connection (s=0). The eye sub-path vertex zt−1 is sam-
pled on a light source, i.e. the light sub-path has zero vertices:

wVC,s−1(y) = 0 (42)

wVC,t−1(z) = pconnect
t−1 dVCM

t−1 + ptrace
t−1
←−pσ,t−2 d

VC
t−1. (43)

Vertex connection (s=1). The eye sub-path vertex zt−1 is con-
nected to vertex y0 on a light source (a.k.a. next event estimation):

wVC,0(y) =
←−p0

pconnect
0

(44)

wVC,t−1(z) =
ptrace

0 (y)

pconnect
0 (y)

←−pt−1

(
ηVCM+d

VCM
t−1+

←−pσ,t−2 d
VC
t−1

)
. (45)

Vertex connection (t = 1). The light sub-path vertex ys−1 is con-
nected to vertex z0 on the eye lens (a.k.a. eye/camera projection):

wVC,s−1(y) =
ptrace

0 (z)

pconnect
0 (z)

←−ps−1

nlight

(
ηVCM+d

VCM
s−1+

←−pσ,s−2 d
VC
s−1

)
(46)

wVC,0(z) = 0. (47)

Recall that nlight is the total number of light sub-paths, which is the
number of samples this eye connection technique uses.
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sampled path sampled path

reverse pdf evaluation reverse pdf evaluation

Figure 3: Reverse pdf evaluation. Left: The VM pdf for the uni-
directionally sampled segment is evaluated by interpreting y1 as
the point where two “merged” vertices coincide. Right: The direc-
tional sampling pdf for a vertex-merged segment is evaluated at the
eye sub-path vertex z1 with directions −−−→y0y1 and −−→z1z0.

4.3 Reverse Pdf Evaluation

Having constructed a path segment unidirectionally or via an ex-
plicit vertex connection, evaluating the pdf for vertex merging is
straightforward, as it can also sample the segment. This is illus-
trated in Figure 3 left, where the “merged” vertices coincide at y1.

The opposite case, shown in Figure 3 right, is slightly more com-
plicated, as vertex merging evaluates light transport along approxi-
mate paths that cannot be sampled any other way. Nevertheless, we
can still evaluate the pdf for directionally sampling a similar seg-
ment along the same path edges, as shown in the figure. The pdf
for explicit vertex connection is evaluated by considering the actual
connection edge between the corresponding light and eye vertices.
That is, in the example in Figure 3 right, for a connection between
y0 and z1 we have pVC,1 = −→p0(y)

−→p0(z)
−→p1(z), and for a connec-

tion between y1 and z0 we have pVC,2 = −→p0(y)
−→p1(y)

−→p0(z).

5 Special Cases

In this section, we discuss how to handle infinite light sources and
orthographic cameras with multiple importance sampling, and how
to deal with materials and light sources whose definitions involve
delta distributions. We also show how to apply our recursive weight
evaluation scheme to bidirectional path tracing and to bidirectional
photon mapping.

5.1 Infinite Light Sources

Light sources that are located very (or even infinitely) far away from
the rest of the scene geometry are usually not defined via emitting
surfaces but via directional incident radiance distributions at the
receiving points. This prevents the straightforward use of infinite
lights in VCM, as they cannot be handled by the path integral (1)
which only considers area integration [Veach 1997, p. 222].

A common approach is to turn infinite lights into finite area lights
by mapping their directional emission onto a large sphere that sur-
rounds the scene and emits inwards (with properly scaled power).
These area lights are naturally handled by the path integral, but they
only approximate the incident radiance distribution of the original
infinite light. Enlarging the sphere improves the approximation ac-
curacy, but can cause numerical issues due to the large distance be-
tween the light and the scene and also due to the small solid angles
involved in the emission sampling for light sub-paths (see Figure 4).

We can avoid the problems by handling infinite lights in their orig-
inal formulation, i.e. using solid angle integration. Paths involving
an infinite light source now have the form x = x_0x1 . . .xk, where
we have replaced the point x0 with a direction x_0. We start a light
sub-path y by first sampling y_0 (deterministically for directional

Figure 4: Left: Turning an infinite light source to a finite spherical
light allows for expressing path pdfs w.r.t. a product area measure,
but is only approximate and can lead to numerical inaccuracies.
Right: We avoid the issues by handling infinite lights via solid angle
integration, and derive the corresponding path pdfs for use in MIS.

lights). We then sample a point ŷ1 on a plane perpendicular to
y_0 and project it onto the scene along y_0 to obtain y1 (see Fig-
ure 4 right and also Pharr and Humphreys [2010, p. 714]). We pre-
serve the path pdf notation used so far, but accommodate for the
changes in the path geometry and sampling procedure via the fol-
lowing modifications:

• pconnect
0 (y) = pconnect

σ (y_0) and ptrace
0 (y) = ptrace

σ (y_0) are now
expressed w.r.t. the solid angle measure,

• ←−p0(y) = ←−pσ,0(y) = pσ(y0←y1←y2) is now a solid angle
probability density as well,

• ←−g0(y) = 1, as no pdf measure conversion is needed anymore
(a consequence of←−p0(y) =

←−pσ,0(y) above),

• −→p1(y) = p(ŷ1) cos θ1→0, where θ1→0 is now the angle be-
tween the normal at y1 and −y_0.

The pdf modifications for z_k ≡ y_0 and zk−1 ≡ y1 are symmetric.

5.2 Orthographic Cameras

When an orthographic camera model is used, the same modifica-
tions we made to the path geometry and the sub-path pdfs for in-
finite lights apply on the eye side as well. That is, vertex xk in x
is first replaced with a direction x_k, and then the pdf modifications
above also apply to z_0 ≡ y_k and z1 ≡ y_k−1.

5.3 Point and Directional Light Sources

Omnidirectional and spot lights have infinitely small areas, and di-
rectional lights emit in a single direction. Such light sources cannot
be hit by random rays, as their emission is defined via a delta dis-
tribution, i.e. we have pVC,0 = 0. The light sub-path quantities d1

then become identical to the eye sub-path quantities d1, minus the
nlight factor in dVCM

1 :

y1 : dVCM
1 =

pconnect
0

ptrace
0

1
−→p1

=
1
−→p1

(48)

dVC
1 = 0 (49)

dVM
1 = 0. (50)

Recall that the eye sub-path quantities were originally defined dif-
ferently because we do not allow randomly hitting the eye lens.
Also, equation (44) simplifies towVC,0(y) = 0. Finally, since emis-
sion is defined only at a single point or in a single direction, we set
the “connect” and “trace” probabilities in equations (43) and (45)
to 1, since the light source sampling is deterministic.
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5.4 Specular Materials

Directional scattering from materials like mirror and glass is de-
fined using delta distributions that cannot be handled by Lebesgue
integration. In practice, this means that path vertices with such
delta BSDFs cannot be connected to or merged with other vertices.
Hence, certain path sampling techniques become impossible, and
their zero probabilities need to be accounted for in the MIS weights.
Specifically, if specular scattering is sampled at vertex xi in a ran-
dom walk, then:

pVC,i = 0 pVC,i+1 = 0 pVM,i+1 = 0 (51)




Also, since the scattering direction at xi is deterministic, we set:

−→pσ,i+1 = pσ(xi−1→xi→xi+1) = 1
←−pσ,i−1 = pσ(xi−1←xi←xi+1) = 1.

(52)

When the BSDF is a mixture of distributions (e.g. reflection and
refraction), the pdfs in (52) are equal to the probability of choos-
ing the particular specular scattering component at xi in the ran-
dom walk. Note also that since we do not allow randomly hitting
the camera, purely specular paths, i.e. LS∗E paths (using Heck-
bert’s [1990] regular expression notation), can only be sampled uni-
directionally, and thus have the trivial MIS weight of 1.

We can account for the zero-probability techniques in the path
weight as we trace the sub-paths. If the scattering event at vertex
i−1 is specular, then the di quantities for vertex i simplify to:

yi, zi : d
VCM
i = 0 (53)

dVC
i =

←−g i−1
−→pi
←−pσ,i−2 d

VC
i−1 (54)

dVM
i =

←−g i−1
−→pi
←−pσ,i−2 d

VM
i−1. (55)

Note that with these modifications, our scheme correctly handles
the cases where the BSDF is a mixture of specular and non-specular
components. Even if we sample specular scattering at vertex i−1 in
the random walk, we do not modify its weight quantities di−1. The
vertex is still stored and used for connection and merging to con-
struct other paths, for which the weight formulas from Section 4.2
apply as usual.

5.5 Bidirectional Path Tracing

The path weight evaluation scheme from Section 4 can be easily ap-
plied to traditional BPT by restring the formulas to only account for
vertex connections. This is achieved by simply setting ηVCM = 0 in
equations (35), (40)-(47), and also eliminating the vertex quantity
dVM
i . With these modifications, our scheme becomes nearly identi-

cal to the one proposed by van Antwerpen [2011a; 2011b].

5.6 Bidirectional Photon Mapping

Bidirectional photon mapping [Vorba 2011] is a special case of
VCM that uses multiple importance sampling for vertex merging
only. Analogously to the bidirectional path tracing case above, re-
stricting the weighting to vertex merging techniques is as simple
as setting the terms involving ηVCM in equations (33), (36), (38)
and (39) to zero, and also eliminating the vertex quantity dVC

i .

6 Extensions

In this section, we first discuss how to accommodate per-pixel ver-
tex merging radii in our MIS weight accumulation scheme, and then
go on to describe a progressive VCM variant that is much more
memory-efficient than the one presented in Section 2.3.

6.1 Per-Pixel Merging Radius

The merging radius r is an important VCM parameter that controls
the performance of the vertex merging techniques and their relative
weights in the combined estimator (11). The optimal radius size
may vary across the scene, however our MIS weight accumulation
scheme from Section 4 implicitly assumes that all merging queries
use the same global radius r. This is because the cumulative sub-
path vertex quantities dVC

i and dVM
i depend on r via ηVCM. If we

want to use different merging radii at different locations in the scene
and still obtain correct MIS weights, we need to make the vertex
quantities independent of r. To do this, we avoid computing and
storing dVC

i and dVM
i at every vertex during sub-path construction,

and instead keep track of two new quantities, cVC
i and cVM

i :

y1 : dVCM
1 =

pconnect
0

ptrace
0

1
−→p1

z1 : dVCM
1 =

pconnect
0

ptrace
0

nlight
−→p1

(56)

cVC
1 =

←−g0

ptrace
0
−→p1

cVC
1 = 0 (57)

cVM
1 = 0 cVM

1 = 0 (58)

yi, zi : d
VCM
i =

1
−→pi

(59)

cVC
i =

←−g i−1
−→pi

(
dVCM
i−1 +←−pσ,i−2 c

VC
i−1

)
(60)

cVM
i =

←−g i−1
−→pi

(
1 +←−pσ,i−2 c

VM
i−1

)
(61)

For any vertex, dVC
i and dVM

i can be computed as follows:

dVC
i = cVC

i + ηVCM c
VM
i (62)

dVM
i =

cVC
i

ηVCM
+ cVM

i (63)

The evaluation of ηVCM, and thus of dVC
i and dVM

i , can now be post-
poned to the point when an actual pixel estimate is constructed us-
ing a particular eye vertex. This allows us to choose a different
radius r for every eye sub-path, e.g. derived from the pixel foot-
print. Note that for any given full path we must use the same r in
the MIS weights of all possible techniques, so they sum up to one.

6.2 Memory-Efficient Implementation

In Section 2.3 we described a two-stage implementation of the
VCM algorithm, where we first trace all light sub-paths and store
their vertices, similarly to photon mapping. Since we also use these
vertices for connections in the second stage, we need to cache their
associated BSDF structures as well. In some renderers, the shad-
ing structure at a surface point can be as large as 1KB1, requiring
gigabytes of storage for millions of light vertices. This memory
issue does not appear in bidirectional path tracing (BPT), where
pixels are rendered independently and every pair of light and eye

1Shading structures often store the results from multiple texture queries,
local geometric and shading coordinate frames and derivatives, as well as
reflectance distribution parameters.
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sub-paths is immediately discarded upon connection. Photon map-
ping can also maintain a low memory footprint, as it always evalu-
ates the BSDF at eye vertices, thereby avoiding the need for storing
shading data at light vertices.

To reduce the memory footprint of light vertices, we modify pro-
gressive VCM to operate in a single stage as follows. At every iter-
ation, for each pixel we first trace one light sub-path. We then store
its vertices in a separate list without their BSDF structures, just like
in photon mapping, but with the addition of the three cumulative
weight quantities. After that, we trace an eye sub-path through the
pixel. Every eye vertex is connected to the light sub-path and also
merged with all nearby light vertices from the previous iteration.
Finally, we discard both sub-paths. After processing all pixels, we
build a range search acceleration structure over the light vertex list
and dispose the structure from the previous iteration. Rendering
begins by tracing an initial set of light sub-paths that are only used
for merging at the first iteration. Alternatively, we can skip merging
at the first iteration, and scale the VM contributions at the second
iteration by a factor of two.

With the above modifications, the VCM algorithm becomes very
similar to traditional BPT, with the extension of caching all light
vertices at every iteration and then using them for merging at the
subsequent iteration. By delaying vertex merging by one iteration,
its memory footprint becomes almost as low as that of photon map-
ping, with only three additional floats per light vertex.

7 Conclusions

In this technical report, we addressed important aspects of the prac-
tical implementation of the vertex connection and merging (VCM)
algorithm [Georgiev et al. 2012]. We first derived a computationally
efficient scheme for evaluating the multiple importance sampling
(MIS) path weights. This scheme avoids redundant computations,
and more importantly, significantly reduces memory access, mak-
ing the algorithm well suited for GPU implementation. We then
described how to handle special cases such as infinite and singular
light sources, cameras and materials. We finally discussed how to
accommodate per-pixel merging radii in the MIS weights and how
the progressive VCM algorithm can be restructured to significantly
improve its memory-efficiency.

Limitations. One constraint that our recursive path weight evalua-
tion scheme poses is that no terms in the weight can depend on the
(sub-)path length. For example, we cannot base the Russian roulette
path termination probability or the number of vertex connections on
the eye sub-path length. The reason is that we need to be able to
compute these quantities when we accumulate reverse probabilities
during the light sub-path tracing, without any knowledge of the full
path length. Van Antwerpen [2011a] also points out this limita-
tion. One way to mitigate it is to consider such terms constant or
completely exclude them from the MIS weight. Alternatively, per-
vertex storage can be augmented with additional partial weights that
are specialized for connections to sub-paths of different lengths.

Reference implementation. We provide an implementation of the
VCM algorithm that uses our path weight evaluation scheme in the
open source renderer SmallVCM [Davidovič and Georgiev 2012].
This implementation covers all special cases discussed in Section 5.
The renderer also includes traditional path tracing and light tracing.
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